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Abstract when evaluating the worth of a transfer formalism;
among these are ezpreusiveness, simplicity, gener-

The paper describes a simple method fcr ob- ality, reteroibility, lanusle.-independence, meno-

jectively evaluating the compositionality of a tonicity and composstionah. Unfortunately,

transfer-based Machine Translation system. The when trying to convince others of the worth of

question is the extent to which rule interaction one's own approach, it soon becomes evident that

gives rise to (unwanted) side-effects. An exam- most of these are not easy to measure objectively,

pie is given of the use of the method in the con- if they are not absolute properties of the formal-

text of the BCI (Bilingual Conversation Inter- ism. (In particular, a pure unification-based for-

preter), an interactive transfer-based bidirectional malism is guaranteed to be monotonic). To say,

Machine Translation system. for example, that a formalism is "good" from the
point of view of expressiveness, and then bak this
up with five carefully-chosen examples, is not re-

Introduction ally to say very much.
Compositionality, however, can be measured ob-

When trying to evaluate a Machine Translation jectively. Here, we will describe a simple method

system, two different approaches are possible: ei- for evaluating the compositionality of a transfer-
ther the system's behaviour in its proposed en- based MT system, and give an example of its use

vironment is assessed, or the theoretical coverage in the context of the BCI (Bilingual Conversa-
and worth of the transfer formalism is evaluated. tion Interpreter) (Alshawi et al 1991), an interac-

The first type of evaluation concentrates on trans- tive transfer-based bidirectional system currently

lation quality and effectivess, while the latter seeks being developed in a co-operation between SICS"

to specify which linguistic constructions the sys- and SRJ Cambridge. The main components of the

tem can handle. Most work in the field have been. BC! are English (Alshawi ed. 1991) and Swedish

concerned with system behaviour; here, we will (Gambick, L6vgren & Rayner 1991) versions of

concentrate on linguistic coverage, the SRI Core Language Engine, transfer taking
place at the level of Quui Loic.l Form (QLF)

In the literature on Machine Translation, a pla a the ua forml.number of criteria are mentioned as significant (Ashawa k van Eijck 1989); the transfer formal-
number ocrtiarmninism is unification-based and bidirectional. Our ap-

"Part of the re069W d*ribd ia this Paper was also proach to Machine Translation is aimed at keeping
reported on at th. Meeting o1 the Internsti.ona Working the transfer component as simple as possible, while
Greup to £,eGlesh1s o/ Mocting Tressistr Systems, Leot depending on fully constrained reversible monolin-
Reese. Swituerland, April 1991.

'The work reported hem was funded by the Swedish gual grammars for correct analysis and synthesis.

Itmitute of Computer Sctace, and the peaor pert of it
was carried out while the fourth author we mployed the.
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Measuring Compositionality

Perhaps the most important factor in keeping per : pc corn Cl t us e
transfer simple is the degree to which the trans- ype Example
fer relation is a homomorphism, i.e. the degree to Different John likes MarIy
%h~ch transfer rules are compositional, particles John tycker om MIary

For compouitionality to be a meaningful notion Passive Insurance Ii cue
in the first place. it must be possible for transfer to active Fosikring ingii
tules to apply to partial structures. These stuc Verb John owes Mazy 520
tures can consequently occur in different contexts; to adjective John i skyldig Mary $20
other transfer rules will apply to the contexts as Support verb- Jo0hn hd an accident
such. The question is the extent to which partic- to normal verb John rikade ut for
ular combinations of rules and contexts give rise ________en olycka.
to special problems. In a perfectly compositional Single verb- John wants a car
system, this will never happen, although it seems to phrase John will ha en bil
a safe bet that no such system exists today. What _ _____(lit.: 

T wants to have)
we want is a method which objectively measures Idiomatic- John is in a humy
how closely we approach the compositional ideal. use~ of PP John has brittom

Our first step ini this direction has been the con- ________(lit.: "has burry")

struction of composafteosssty tables, in which a set
of rules and a set of contexts are systematically
combined in all possible meaningful combinations.
This is done in order to figure out the extent to
which the complex tranisfer rules continue to func- Table I.- Tr'waafer contes sed
tion in the different contexts. oExml

In the following three diagrams, we give an ex. Centet en ExJh apledMr
ample of such a table for the current version of Jefc ohn s hutykdo Mary
the BCI. Table I given a set of rules, which exernm- John baoesn't lik Mary
plify six common types of complex transfer. Table NeaeJohn 3;tyckteow Mary
2 gives a set of twelve common typos of context Y..usin D John lkainteo May
in which the constructions referred to by the rules YNqe T yckeDo John oik Mary?
can occur. Finally, Table 3 on the next page sum- IHqeso Who de John likear?
matizes the results of testing the various possible WHqeto h doce John oik?

coma. .. io.Pssiv Mary was liked by John
To test transfer compositionality properly, it is Mary blev omtyckt av John

not sufficient simply to note which rule/context Ralai;; The woman that John like
combinations are handled correctly; after all, it is clams Kvinam som Jobs tycker om
always possible to creates a completely ad Aee so Sentential I think John fike Mary
lution by simply adding one transfe rule for each coplemnt Jag tsa John tycher ow Mary
combination. The problem muA rather be posed Emede I S w G John lik
in the following terms: if there is a single rule for question Ja vet ve John tycker orn
each complex transfer type, and a number of rules W I JhIkeMr oa
for each coateit, how many tere rules must be V o~f John tyker c Mary 
added to cover special combinations? It is thisObetIw John t o likeo Maya

issueWC wil ~ aasi Jag vill ant Johnseke tycka ow
Mary
(*I want that 3. shall like M.)

Chang John sitopPedlkiM aRMy
of apect John slutade tycba am Mary

_______ J. stopped like-INI7 M.')
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Table 3: Cornposatonaif 1 4Tale
(Sw'4l'sA.Enghsh shown above Eiiglus.Svedsha)

ra~nsfer Different Active to Verb to Suppott verb Single verb Idiotngati-c
Context particles Passive adjective to normal verb to phras use of PPPresent OK OK OK OK OK OK
fes OK OK OK OK OK OK
Perfect OK generator OK OK OK OKtense IOK OK OK OK OK OK
Negated pre..not prto.not preenot past-not pre..ot rd

pre$-not prto.not pres-not past-not pres-not transferN. 1K OK OK OK OK OK
question OK OK OK OK OK OK
WVH. OK OK OK _OK OK OK
question OK OK OK OK OK OK
PaSSIve OK

Relative OK OK OK OKOKk
clwise OK OK OK OKOKK
Sentetial0Kx OK OK OKOKx
complement OK OK OK OKOKK
Embedded OK OK OK OKOKO
question OK OK OK OK Ox OK
VP OK &tanaer OK OK OK OK
modifier OK transfer OK OK OK OK
Change of OK OK OK OK OK OK
aspect IOK OK OK OK OK OK
Object grandfer tr4adsfe tranaf. tradser traser tra"Ow
raising OK OK OK OK OK OK

Each square in Table 3 consists of two enties the
first for the Swedish-Engfish, and the secona for
the English-Swedish direction. The entries are to
be irtorpreted as follows:

* means that the combination was not appli-
cable, i.e. that the construction referred to bythe rule cannot occur in this context.

*OKC mean that analysis, transfe and gen-
eration all funuctioned correctly, wtotany
extra rule being necessary to deag with the
partcular Context.

*generator means that the generator compo-
nent was unable to generate the correct target
language sentence.

*transfer means that the transfer componentwas unable to make a correct transfe.
*All other entries awe names of rules seedeid
to deal with speial combinations of ml mad
context. For thi table, only two extr rule
wern needed: pies-not, which reverses the
rehAive scope of the operators for negatonad the present tens and pasIt-not, whichperforms a similar (uncto . o the& POA ter
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The actual results of the tests were as follows. that may occur In the current system. Wost im-
There were 136 meaningful comnbinatbons (some POrtarit is to extend systematically the se. fcn
constructions could not be passivized); in 115 of textsl, taking note Of the fact that many of the
these. transfer was perfectly compositional, and features they are intended to represent are in fact
no extra rukt was needed. orthogonal to each other.

Of the remaining 21 rule/context/direction A full set of contexts would include at & mini-
tripes. seven failed for basically uninteresting rea. mum all legal combinations of independent choices
sons the combination "Perfect tense + Passive- along the following dimensions:
to-acti'.& did not generate in English, and the six
sentences with the object-raising rule all failed in 9 Tense: Present, past or future.
the Swed:sh.Enfilish direction, since that rule is
currently uni-d irectitonal. The final fourteen fail- * Mood., Active or passive.
ures are significant from our point of view, and it
is interesting to note that all of them resulted from * Nego gicn: Positive or negative.
mismatches in the scope of tense and negation op-
erators. * Modification: Unmodified, PP modification,

The question now becomes that of aacertainiing ADVP modification, modified by fronted con.
the generality of the extra rules that need to be stituent.
added to solve tiese fourteen unwanted interac-
tions. To reorder the scopes of tense, negation and * Claw~t-type: Declarative sentence, Y-N qu.
modifiers, and account for the scope differences be- tion, WH-question, relative. clause, secitential
tween the English and Swedish QLFs arising from complement, emb,,dded question, propmieve
the general divergences in word-order and nega. VP complement, object raising.
tion of main verbs relevant here, two rules involv-
ing general transformations of the QLF stricture Multiplying out all the choices gives a total of
were added. These solved ten of the outstanding 384 distinct contexts; %hi musit thena be multi-
Cases. plied by the number of transfer rule types to be

The four bad interactions left all involved the tested, and doubled to get both directions of trans.
English verb to be; these were the combinations fer. With the figures girest above, 4608 sentences
"Passive to active + VP mocdifier" and "Idiomatic would have to be taedw in practice, of course, not
use of PP + negation", which failed to transfer in all combinations are pomble. Specifically, pws
either direction. Here, there is no general solution sives don't interact well with other rule-contexts,
involving the addition of a small number of extra leading to a total sAm of the test set of 3082 sen-
rules, since the problem is caused by an occurrence tences.
of io be on the Engls side that is not matched by Developing the softwar upport needed to be
an occurrence of the corresponding Swedish word able to run tests of this sx regularly is clearly
on the other. The solution must rather be to add not a trivial task, but out opinio is that being
an extra rule for eick complex fveufer rule is SA able to do so greatly contributes to maintaining
relevenm class to cover the bad iactioo. the system's reliability and integrity. We are thus

Summarizing the picture, to solve the specific giving high priority to coustrcting the necemry
examples in the test set, two etra rule were thus tosin the cum" nt h of t6e project.
required. The tast revealed that all bad inter- Also worth noting is t"a te tab descrbed
actions between the transfe rules and contexts aboye ae exclusively at the eentace "ee. For
shown here could be removed by adding four nta complete test of the compstionality at transfer,
rules to cover the 124 possible interactions. One would have to construc tes schee fot at

lent the wutn phrae sivell, sis well. The omrpo-
sitionaLity tables for NP* shold account (or the
interactionis (in various postiousi) of different NP-

Extending the framework moifier. Thus, the uradw contexts should be
something lie the ones suggested in Table 4 and

It should be pointed out that the comrpomtaosal. the transfe types should include the ones given in
ity table presented here is still too small to detect Ta") S. This will be butheir studiead in the next
more than a fraction of the bad rule interactions Phan of thie project.
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parerigslaterFalkedal, IC. Forthcoming. "Evaluation Methods
Definite ____ p~ aripasr for Machine Transation Systems: An Histooical

Definite the car par Overview and a Critical AccoLnt*. Technical Re-
parkeingspatsenport, ISSCO, Geaeva.

r eiiecar park's Gambick, B., A. L~vgres and . Rayner. 1991 (to
___________parkeringsplatsens appear). *The Swedish Core Language Engine'.
gr-oiidb i a akSICS Resar'ch Report, Swedish Institute of Comn-

Adjective stor parkeringsplats puter Science, Stockholm.
Pre-modified by his car park Lehrberger, .1. and L. Bourbeau. 1988. Machine
Genitive hans parkeringsplats Translation: Linguistic cham.,tenstics of MT
Post-modified by car park here system.. and genera methodologyg of evluation.
PP parkeringsplats hUr Amsterdam: John Benjamins Pablishing.

Pos-moifed by Jcar park which I use Way, A. 1991. *Developer Oriented Evaluation of MT
Relaiveclase jparkeringsplats som jag anvinder Systenm' Technicul Report, The University of

I Table 5: Comnplex NP franifer types
Transfer type Example
Adjective Noun bad luck
to Noun otur
Noun PP chairman of the board
to Noun styrelsoord1o-rande

NounNoun car park
to Noun parkervingsplaus
Past Participle The broken cup
to Adjective Den traige koppan
Adjective G _ The uninsurablo car
Relative clause Mlen som into ken rorsikra
PF to The endofhetory
Genitive Sagans slut
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